Best Execution

ensuring bestexecution.In
doing so, he should answer
to the samefiduciary standards that applyto a manWhile many equate transager selectingsecuritiesfor
action cost with the trading a portfolio.In trading,the
commission-the explicit
manager should seek to
fee charged by a broker to
maximize risk-adjustedrehandle the trade-the com- tumrs.Thisinvolvesbalancmission is merely the obviing the cost of trading
ous tip of the execution
against the expectedreturn,
cost structure. Less apparbalancing the individual
ent, hence often overcomponentsof trading cost,
looked, are the price impact and balancing individual
of the trade-that is, the
clients'trading needs. The
adjustment needed to soplan sponsorshould reallicit from the market the
ize, in turn, that execution
liquidity needed to make
costs may varydepending
the trade; the timing coston managementstyle.
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Mark Edwards

any price variation that
may occur before the trade
can be executed; and the
opportunity cost-the portfolio performance forgone
because a trade cannot be
made. These costs are likely
to overwhelm the simple
commission charge.

Best execution has been called
the closest thing WallStreet has to
a theological concept. Everybody
pays obeisance to it, but nobody
seems to know for certain what it
is. The Department of Labor
charges a plan sponsor with the
responsibility of assuring "best
execution" for all trading done
Given the complexity of
under its fiduciary purview. But it
execution cost and the diffi- is the rare plan sponsor that can
culty of measuring it, the
truly tell whether its managers
are even seeking best execution,
traditional definition of
"bestexecution" as trading much less attaining it.

at the best price available is
naive. It should be broadened to cover the entire
process of implementing a
trade,from the emergence
of the idea that motivates
the trade to the execution
of the trade and its incorporation into the portfolio.
The investment manager
bears the responsibilityof

equated with the broker's duty to
check all sources. The broker
controls the transactionand owes
his client loyalty. But this definition is too limited to be applied to
institutional investors.
The "vending machine" concept-that a trade can simply be
presented to the market and immediately completed-is inoperable for institutional-sized trades.
Institutional trades are often too
large to be easily accommodated
by market functionaries. In Evan
Schulman's words:1
Underthis systemindividualswho
are specialists and have a net
worth measured in millions are
expected to supplyliquidityto institutionswith assets measuredin
the tens of billions.At the risk of
statingthe obvious,it won'twork.
Institutional execution requires
careful orchestration by a fiduciary charged with full responsibility for all facets of the trade.

As control of the trade migrates
upstream to the buy-side trader
and manager, the definition of
best execution must expand to
include prudent control of the
entire implementation of the investment idea. A workable standard thus must be applicable to cr:
the investment fiduciaryin charge
of that implementation and in
control of all orders, including z
4
The most popular definition of those that cannot be instantabest execution is "the best price neously completed.
z
available in any marketat the time
Trading
of trade." As far as it goes, this Institutional
definition makes sense: One Our studies show that roughly
should surely accept the best two-thirds of institutional managprice, when everything else is ers' orders average more than z
50% of an average day's volume
equal.
and four of 10 exceed a full day's
For the retail investor, whose volume. Figure A plots the aver- z
trades are small enough to be age buy and sell order size for 21
accommodated by an exchange institutional managers from lowspecialist, best execution can be est to highest. Executing orders 65
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this large as a single trade would
surely overtax the liquidity of the
market. When trades cannot execute in one lump, questions of
liquidity management arise.
Despite claims made by the exchanges, institutional managers
cannot take liquidity as a given.
The specialist can create temporary liquidity by his offers to buy
and sell, but only to a degree.
Ultimately, liquidity arises from
the independent actions of "natural" buyers and sellers, as channeled through the market.
Liquidity Costs
Liquidity is not free. Those who
use liquidity must pay those who
provide it. Those who seek immediate execution of a small trade,
for example, must absorb the bidask spread. In addition, the search
for liquidity may entail a search
cost. And at the institutional level,
the search may be an elaborate
process.

exceed the value of his infor- Glossary
mation.
* If the trader uses the ebb- *'Best Execution:
and-flow approach, share
The trading strategy most
price may move against him
likely to result in the maxibefore he can fill his order,
mum investment decision
preventing him from capturvalue for the portfolio.
ing the value of his insights.
*Cost of Liquidity:
A trade occurs when and only
The premium required to mowhen a willing buyer meets a
tivate a counterparty to trade
willing seller. An anxious buyer
quickly. The liquidity precan try to coax out a reluctant
mium is proportional to size
seller by raising the price he is
and inversely proportional to
willing to pay. The larger the voltime.
ume he wants to buy, the larger
the premium he must pay to cre- *'Front-Running:
ate liquidity.2 This cost of liUsing proprietary knowledge
quidity is usually assessed as a
of a customer's buy or sell
price impact at or just before the
intentions as the motive to
time of trade.3
trade in front of the customer.
Positions may then be resold
In bidding up price in order to
either to the customer or in
coax out sellers, the buyer can
the open market, following
use agents to disguise his identity.
the customer's trade.
He can also use "probe trades"to
assess the market's inventory and *.Liquidity:
The readily available supply or
possible reaction. Managers take
elaborate precautions to protect
demand for a given time period. Short-term liquidity is
the privacy of their ideas and the
assets of their clients. Often an
constrained, but as time exinstitution will use a trusted bropands, so does the availability
ker to sniff out liquidity.4 The
of liquidity.
maintenance of relationships with
brokers that have proved trust- *.Retail Investor:
worthy and the continued testing
Any investor placing unique
of their trustworthiness qualify as
orders generally under 1000
a part of best execution.
shares.

Bidding for stock is a highly visible activity in a closely watched
market, however. Knowledge of
unfilled trading interest is a most
valuable commodity on Wall
Street. Other traders will try to
assess the potential size of the
Orchestrating liquidity means trade and the sagacity of the
finding a price thatwill secure the buyer. The buyer will likely enshares needed to complete the counter unwanted competition. A
z
trade. A trader has only two ways trader cannot advertise his interto accomplish this: He can offer to est without engendering some
pay up for immediate liquidity, or market response. There is thus an
z
he can attempt to accumulate additional cost of seeking liquidshares at an acceptable price over ity.
time, through the naturalebb and
flow of the market. Either of these
Other Trading
approaches carries with it some
Considerations
U
z
The buyer has his reason to trade.
danger.
z
Most likely, he expects the stock
* If the trader offers to pay for to rise by some amount. This
66
liquidity, the payment may amount, as uncertain as it might
m

*Zero-Sum Game:
A concept that net dollar gains
equal net dollar losses for all
market participants.

be, sets an upper limit on how
much the manager can afford to
pay to trade. To pay more would
generate a net loss. This would
surely be imprudent, even if it
met the criteria for best execution. Thus best execution is entwined with the decision process
generating the trade.
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Every day institutional managers
generate investment ideas they
hope will benefit their clients.
These are predictions; they cannot be known with sure-fire pre-

dictability. The manager thus has
tions are constantly changan imperfect idea of how much
ing.
he can affordto pay for execution.
Best execution, then, is an action The Iceberg of
taken in theface of uncertainty. Transaction Cost
Previous studies based on data
All investment ideas anticipate a from completed trades suggest
change in price over some hori- that trading is a zero-sum game,
zon. Some managers pursue leaving commissions as the only
short-term ideas, while others op- cost that matters. Trade records
erate over longer horizons. In identify only the final step in the
either case, the time available to orchestration of a transactioncomplete the trade is a consider- the linking of a buyer and seller at
ation in the trading decision.
an agreed-upon price and volume. This is only the tip of the
At times, it may not be possible to iceberg. The genesis for all trades
find enough liquidity at a justifi- is the desk order, and that is
able price. This gives rise to op- where best execution starts. The
portunity costs-gains forgone orchestration required to bring
because the manager cannot exe- counterparties together usually
cute a trade. A trade occurs when begins long before, and at prices
willing buyer meets willing seller. quite different from, the eventual
In the absence of either, timing price. Likean iceberg, the bulk of
and opportunity costs occur. Most a transaction extends far below
trade cost studies ignore these the visible tip.
costs.
We studied data from 64,000 disLet us summarize the parameters crete orders submitted to instituof the trading decision discussed tional trade desks during the secabove:
ond quarter of 1992. From these
data we know (1) the portfolio
1. There is a cost of purchasing managers' desires, (2) the strateliquidity for large institu- gies used to meter trades into the
tional trades. Larger trades market and (3) the resultant exedemand more marginal li- cutions. We are thus able to estiquidity and will be more mate the following components
expensive than smaller of execution.
trades.
2. There are costs associated
(1) Commission:
The exwith seeking liquidity for inplicit fee charged by the
stitutional-sized trading.
broker to handle the trade;
3. There is a cost to assessing
it is stated on the accountthe trustworthiness
of
ing record.
agents.
(2) Price Impact: The price
4. The anticipated value of the
adjustment necessary to
idea creates a price limit on
create enough liquidity to
how much can be paid to
accommodate the trade
execute the trade.
and other coincident
5. There is a time limit to exetrades; it is the cost of purcute an idea based on the
chasing liquidity. We deimmediacy of the informafine impact as the differtion driving the trading deence between the price at
cision.
which a trade was revealed
6. There will be times when
to a broker and the executhe order cannot be exetion price.
cuted at acceptable prices,
(3) Timing Cost: The price
and this may give rise to an
move prior to being able
opportunity cost.5
to trade; it can be thought
7. None of these parameters is
of as the cost of seeking
known with certainty.
liquidity. Timing cost is de8. Market prices and condifined as price movements

The Iceberg of Transaction Costs
(means and standard deviations)
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between the initial submission to the trade desk and
the exposure of that order,
mostly in easily digested
pieces, to the broker.
(4) Opportunity Cost: The
cost of failing to find the
liquidity to complete the
trade. We define opportunity cost as the price
change on unexecuted
shares from the time of
submission to the trade
desk until cancellation or
until four days after the last
completed trade in the
stock.
Figure B illustrates the iceberg of
transaction cost.
Commissions
At the very tip of the iceberg are
commissions and clearing fees.
This portion of the total transaction cost is easily observed and
measured and relatively stable.
For our data, listed commissions
averaged 5.6? per share, ranging
from 1? for crossing trades to 5?
for execution and 6? to 8? for z
additional services.
Price Impact
The next level of the iceberg is
shrouded in fog, leaving the z
viewer aware of its presence but
uncertain about its size. Like fog,
these costs expand and contract, z
reflecting changes in available liz
quidity.
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Order size, market depth, trade
urgency and broker skill all affect 67

Table I Impact and Spread (basis points)
LiquidityDemanding

All Orders
Listed Orders
OTC Orders
>25,000
5-25,000
< 5,000

Avg.
Cost

Std.
Dev.

Avg.
Cost

Std.
Dev.

Avg.
Cost

Std.
Dev.

-42
-43
-40
-40
-48
-60

232
220
269
234
230
183

-19
-15
-37
-19
-20
-18

120
104
177
120
118
134

13
13
13
10
31
16

202
145
300
205
195
138

the price impact. On average, the
price impact we measured
amounted to -18 basis points, or
12? per share.
The most important factor affecting impact is whether the trade
supplies liquidity to the market,
demands liquidity from the market or is neutral. A buy order
placed into a marketwhere prices
are falling will supply liquidity to
the market. Table I clearly shows
that liquidity-supplying orders
are cheaper to execute than neutral orders, which are, in turn,
cheaper than liquidity-demanding orders.
Timing Cost
The iceberg's true danger lies unseen beneath the surface. Similarly, timing and opportunity
costs lurk below the realm of
traditional transaction analysis.

LU

LiquiditySupplying

Neutral

Timing is a tactical tool for the
buy-side trader. By waiting and
seeking liquidity at an acceptable
price, the trader hopes to minimize direct price impact. This is
why most orders are broken up

There are two primary reasons
for unexecuted orders. Either the
trader cannot locate the shares to
complete the order, or the price
has moved out of the range of
prices the portfolio manager is
to pay. Surely the trader
willing
and worked in more easily diwould
complete
the trade if he
gested pieces. Timing cost is the
could.
Almost
by
definition,
then,
price change that occurs during
opportunity
costs
will
be
large.
this waiting period.
Table III shows the average percentage of order dollars that go
uncompleted, as well as the average opportunity cost per share
(measured four days following
the final trade for each decision).
Small-cap orders have a lower
completion rate and a higher opportunity cost. This is the cost of
illiquidity. Large-volume orders
have a lower completion rate and
On average, the timing costs we a lower average cost than smaller
measured were of the same mag- orders. We believe this seeming
nitude as price impact (see Table paradox reflects the reluctance of
II). Under conditions of signifi- investors to chase adverse price
cant price movement, however, movements more than it reflects
institutional investors can experi- illiquidity.
ence more extreme values and
Added together, these costs are
higher variability.
far larger and more variable than
managers are accustomed to seeOpportunity Cost
The final cost represents the very ing. Figure C displays the average
base of the iceberg, never seen total execution cost experienced
but possibly the most damaging by 20 institutional investment
to performance. This is the op- managers. The importance atportunity cost of uncompleted tached to controlling execution
cost is obviously well justified.
trades.
Timing is the counterpoint to impact. As time increases, impact
should decrease. However, as
time increases, so does price variability. A trader who fails to find
sufficient volume before prices
react adversely will find the cost
of waiting very high. Conversely,
a trader trading into weakness
may trade at very good prices.

Table II Desk Timing (basis points)
LiquidityDemanding
68

All Orders
Listed Orders
OTC Orders
>25,000
5-25,000
< 5,000

Money managers are like fishermen in their lament about the
"big one thatgot away."However,
the manager's lament is legitimate: The most expensive trade
often is the trade that was never
made.

LiquiditySupplying

Neutral

Avg
Cost

Std.
Dev.

Avg.
Cost

Std.
Dev.

Avg.
Cost

Std.
Dev.

-356
-345
-393
-379
-221
-109

620
507
896
633
493
519

-20
-37
73
-21
-15
10

387
348
542
401
312
273

298
257
404
309
237
211

504
482
542
515
431
359

Very few of these costs can be
assessed from the accounting entry describing a completed trade.
Thus much of the cost of trading
is normally invisible to the plan
sponsor. Furthermore,the largest
potential components of total cost
are those most difficult for a plan
sponsor to measure. Only the
manager can assess these costs. It
is the manager's duty to inform
the sponsor of how these costs
operate to the enhancement or
detriment of performance.

Table III Opportunity Cost

market can accommodate, at least
immediately.

% Not
Completed
24%
20%
32%
26%
21%

All Orders
Mkt. Cap. > $1 B.
Mkt. Cap. < $1 B.
>25% Avg. Vol.
<25% Avg. Vol.

Average
Cost
-180 bp
-103 bp
-393 bp
-122bp
-253 bp

Standard
Deviation
851 bp
664 bp
1205 bp
798bp
910 bp

Obviously, the more shares the
manager buys, the greater the
cost of seeking and buying liquidity.At some number of purchased
shares, the marginal cost of liquidity will equal the expected
gain.6

You Can Manage What
You Can Measure

action cost can also be considered as plan assets. Specifically,
buying
liquidity (price impact) or
We believe that the industry
the
cost of seeking liquidpaying
needs a better definition of best
and opportunity) reity
(timing
execution. Fortunately, it is not
the
expenditure of plan
quires
In
difficult to provide one.
fact,
The
manager should be
assets.
we already have one and have
for these exheld
responsible
had one for a long time. It does
as
he
is responsible
penses,
just
not differ from the standard for
other
allocation
of client
for
any
prudent portfolio management:
funds.
Best execution is that procedure
most likely to flow the maximum There is no simple external staninvestment decision value into dard by which to judge best exeportfolios.
cution. At a minimum, best execution must harmonize the
Thus a manager who knowledge- stimuli motivating the trade with
ably exercises the same care in the conditions encountered when
getting ideas into the portfolio as that trade is brought to the marhe uses in selecting investments ket. The proof is in portfolio perwill deliver best execution. Im- formance.
plementation is one of the skills a
plan sponsor hires a manager to
Maximizing Portfolio Value
exercise. The same fiduciarystan- Suppose a manager identifies an
attractive stock. How much of it
dards apply.
should he seek to buy? Security
The Department of Labor has selection, cash management and
wisely stated that the brokerage risk management determine the
commission is an asset of the desired number of shares. This
plan. Other components of trans- amount is often larger than the
10-Day Implementation Gain/Loss

Figure C
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We are now in the realm of Economics 101. The manager will
purchase shares until the net expected gain from the next share is
zero. Again, this activity occurs
under conditions of deep uncertainty. The manager uses all his
skills, analyticsand experience to
set the optimal trade size. Best
execution is not an exercise in
minimizing costs. It is an exercise
in spending wisely to produce
maximal portfolio gains.
The portfolio's best interest is
achieved by maximizing riskadjusted returns. Accepting lower
returns simply to reduce costs is
suboptimal, and fails to serve the
best interests of the beneficiaries.

Confficts Between Manager
Accounts
Sponsors hire external managers
for their specific management
skills. Managers apply their skills
equally to all accounts under
their management. In effect, the
clients create a pooled or shared
claim on the manager's skills.
This creates both conflicts and
commonalities of interest among
a manager's clients.
One source of conflict is total
asset size. Size creates problems
of liquidity, hence liquidity costs.
The plan sponsors share these
costs in proportion to their individual account sizes. It is impossible for a manager to minimize
costs for each client individually.
To do so would require him to
trade each account separately.
There is no way to establish a
priority sequence that will not
disadvantage some clients. Thus
each client must ante up some
costs (or penalty to performance)
to secure a portion of the manager's skills and ideas.

z
D

z
z
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Best execution applies to all assets under management. To ask
whether best execution was secured by any individual account is
to ask whether it was secured for
all accounts. Only the manager
can answer this question, and the
answer applies equally to all his
accounts.

Organizing a Trade Desk
The problem of execution cost is
not one of minimizing a cost
component. In fact, a manager
can minimize any one component by ignoring the other components. We have seen situations
where an imbalanced approach
leads to a significant performance
penalty. Price impact, for example, can be avoided by stepping
away from difficult trades; but in
that case the cost falls-usually
invisibly-into the timing or opportunity category.
A better solution is to approach
the question from a cost-benefit
viewpoint. A lower commission is
preferable to a higher commission, but are valuable execution
services purchased?Lower impact
is better than high impact, but is
immediacy more consistent with
trade motivation?
The key is that all implementation costs affect performance.
There is no fundamental difference between a dollar lost in an
excessive commission or a dollar
lost to timing costs. All implementation costs need attention. The
optimal procedure is the one that
minimizes total cost and maximizes portfolio performance.
z
z
D
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Transaction Cost
Differentials
Not all the cost factors identified
above will affect every manager
equally. The cost structure will
differ depending on the manager's style of investment decisionmaking.

Some manager styles seek investment ideas that manifest themselves more slowly or faster than
z6
z
others. Managers who base their
decisions on fundamental analy70 sis hope to find underappreciated

stocks. They expect fairly benign
trading conditions. In contrast,
other managers react to breaking
news or price momentum. These
momentum managers find other
buyers competing to fill their orders at the same time. The environment will be anything but
benign, and trading costs-including the appropriate commisbe significantly
sion-may
higher.
Because ideas work out at different speeds, different managers
have different implementation
strategies. Fast-idea managers
may rely on dealers and pay more
to get their ideas into portfolios.
Slow-idea managers have more
time to execute their strategies.
They have opportunities to trade
off immediacy for lower transaction costs.
Because of these style-related differences in expected transaction
costs, side-by-side comparisons of
managers' transaction costs may
lead sponsors to wrong conclusions.

entiable. Thus the commission
component of total cost can be
driven down without side effects.
This has been the source of much
confusion and many complaints
from managers, brokers and exchanges. They argue that pressure
on the commission derives from
a misconception of the issues involved. These complaints are usually dismissed as self-serving.
Execution costs appear low because it is not possible to measure the most important layers of
the iceberg from the accounting
record. All the accounting record
can show is what did occur, not
what failed to occur. The subtle
process that created the situation
where a trade could occur is only
hinted at. The very real costs of
missed opportunities are totally
obscured.

The focus on one component of a
complex process seems misguided. Plan sponsors would not
dream of monitoring the research
input of their managers. Their
likely comment would be, "that's
what we hire them to do." ImpleWhat Sponsors Need to
mentation of investment ideas is
Know
How can a plan sponsor deter- also something sponsors hire
mine whether he receives best managers to do. Good implemenexecution? He should apply the tation complements and supports
same criteria used to judge pru- good investment research and
dence and fiduciary compliance. portfolio construction. It is an inHe should demand of his man- tegral part of the investment proager implementation procedures cess.
that are (1) designed to maximize
value to the client, (2) consistent The question sponsors need to
with the manager's investment address about transaction cost is:
motives and (3) internally moniAs a sponsor,how can I routinely
tored with diligence.
assesswhethera managertradesin
the portfolio'sbest interests?
Plan sponsors have been seduced
into believing that implementa- The answer must come from the
tion is somehow separable and managers. Managers have a duty
externally monitorable. Indeed, a of prudence to each of their climini-industry has sprung up to ents. They also have a responsibilattempt to assess execution costs ity to inform and educate their
from trade accounting entries. clients. Managers should be able
For the most part, these services to answer the following quesconclude that transaction costs tions, among others.
are fairly trivial. This conclusion
1. What is the total implemencomforts the plan sponsor seeking to perform his fiduciary dutation cost? Where does it
ties. It also leads him to believe
go? What does it buy for the
that skills are relatively undifferplan?

2. What do you consider reasonable costs? Under what
conditions do you pay
higher costs? How often
does this occur?
3. How do you coordinate
trading style with investment style? What tradeoffs
do you consider when
choosing trading methods?
4. How do you communicate
these sensitivities to brokers? Does it change their
behavior?
5. How do you decide how
much business goes for research/soft dollars/execution? How would you know
when it's out of balance?
6. How do you assure that brokers are providing quality
service? What do you do
when you sense a problem?
7. How do you validate your
own trader's skills?Whatare
you doing to improve your

effective implementation of 2. T F. Loeb, "Trading Cost: The Critical Link Between Investment Inforinvestment ideas?
mation and Results,"FinancialAnaThe investment manager is the
Journat May/June 1983.
only party positioned to address 3. lysts
This is not to be confused with
the question of best execution. It
front-running. When liquidity is
is a primaryduty of prudence and
insufficient at the current price, more
loyalty, which must extend over
liquidity can be created at a higher
the entire integrated process.
price. Front-running, in contrast, is
sopping up the liquidity present in
Sponsors cannot effectively assess
the market in anticipation of clearor control transactioncosts in isoing the position to the party who has
lation. Indeed, trying to secure
revealed the interest.
best execution in isolation will
4. L. Haris, "Consolidation, Fragmenassuredly result in something far
tation, Segmentation and Regulafrom the purpose intended.
tion" (Universityof Southern California, March 1992).

The implementation of invest- 5. A. Perold, "TheImplementation
Shortfall:Paper VersusReality,"Jourment ideas is as important as the
nal of Portfolio Management April
generation of investment ideas.
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